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General:
- An **Autocycle** is a three-wheeled motorcycle on which the driver and all passengers ride in either a completely enclosed seating area or in a side-by-side seating area that is equipped with a roll bar or roll cage, safety belts for all occupants, and is designed to be controlled with a steering wheel and pedals.
- An Autocycle will be issued a motorcycle license plate.

Requirements:
- A completed vehicle application form (DPSMV 1799) is required on all transactions in which a title will be generated (including Electronic Lien Title transactions).
- All other requirements for a Certificate of Title as listed in Section II, P/P#2.0.

Fees:
- Title fee
- Handling fee
- License plate fee
- Mortgage recordation fee
- Sales/use tax

Related Policies:
Section 4, Policy 2.00 Basic Requirements For Obtaining A Certificate Of Title
Section 4, Policy 2.03 Completion Of Vehicle Application
Section 4, Policy 7.00 Open Titles
Section 4, Policy 47.00 Sales Tax On Vehicle Transfers
Section 4, Policy 52.00 Act Of Donation /Manual Gift
Section 4, Policy 69.00 Fees